Cameron Gray

'I’ll never apologize for my work'

Cameron Gray's focused eyes scanned between the margins of the lithography plate as he pulled away his oil crayon and the "bridge" formed by blocks of wood. The bridge, he explains, allows him to place pressure on his hand without touching the surface of the work or obstructing it. There's a quiet intensity about him while he works, it translates to his conversations. Gray, 26, was the center of the crowd that assembled to see his recent exhibition "A Negro From the South" at the Octagon Center for the Arts in Downtown Ames on Feb. 22. He was charismatic, quiet, magnetic, yet humble.

Staff at the Octagon estimated that 85 people were in attendance, many of which wanted to speak to the young artist — he obliged as often as he could, answering questions and sharing the process of his art. Room for movement was scarce as a panel titled "People of Color in the Arts" started. The panel consisted of professors and administrators from Iowa State, and Gray, a graduate student in art and visual culture.

"I tried to make sure I had as many people there as possible," Gray said. "I wanted to make a statement that this is what Ames needs and this is what Ames needs to see."

Gray expressed deep gratitude for all that attended, including the panelists that took time out of their busy schedules to sit with him. He felt he needed to depict the Octagon, expressing the concern he had about not having anywhere to show in Ames because it is a predominantly white community and preconceived notions about what art galleries should showcase.

"I was as surprised as many when they told me I could [show art,] and they would be happy to have a show like mine there and so I'm forever grateful of them and the things they've allowed me to do in that space," Gray said. "I feel like the luckiest man on earth, honestly."

Gray looked through his oil crayons to find the one he wanted and loaded it into his crayon holder. He began to pick his place to start adding color. "I'll never apologize for my work," he said. "There's a quiet intensity about him while he works, it translates to his conversations."

His focus causes him to stop speaking momentarily. Only once he sees it, Gray begins to work with precision. Among his pieces in the exhibition were his series of seven "Voids," made mainly with charcoal and graphite, on large canvas drop cloths. They were all done in the span of two days in the Octagon gallery. These pieces represented different facial features of loved ones, including himself.

"What I'm trying to illustrate is the idea of what the 'other,' or the minority community feels like in a sense of voicing that black psyche but then also the minority psyche in the sense of being seen but not seen," Gray said. "In a sense of, you're aware of my body for your own usage, but you're not aware of my body at the same time."

"I feel like people are quick to use the black male form but not really looking at the soul of the person that they're using."

Gray found an example of this in a recent event where Laura Ingraham of Fox News told Lebron James to "shut up and dribble," after making comments criticizing the president. "So you're telling me he can play ball but not speak his mind at the same time?" Gray said. "He's a person. He has his thoughts and views, but you just want him to do that thing that he's known for."

To Gray, this is nothing new for black people in America and is related to centuries of abuses.

"It reverts back to the idea of slave culture," Gray said. "Our black bodies were used for one thing and one thing only. We were seen as cattle in a sense. That same mentality has been brought over to the new era. I don't want to hear your thoughts; just do that thing you're good at and shut up.""
If you go to Iowa State, you have probably seen the horses grazing on the north side of campus, or adorably nuzzling your hand if you are brave enough to pet them.

The happy and healthy horses that students love are living a fine life. But aside from the charming animals, something that the horses can't thrive without seems to go unnoticed.

For the sake of these animals, some Iowa State students wake up at 6 a.m. daily to care for and attend to the horses.

The Equine Horse Barn houses about 32 horses. Every day, students clean out stalls, vaccinate horses and do many other feats.

But not only do the students help the animals be healthy and happy, they also gain a unique opportunity that's not available to everyone.

"The farm is here basically doing what we're teaching," said Nikki Ferwerda, a lecturer, an advisor and manager of the horse barn. "The people that work here are doing those things instead of just reading about it in a chapter once."

Ferwerda explained that not all students that go into agriculture are from rural areas with access to animals. The horse barn gives those students the association with the animals that they need.

"For a lot of our students, they have grown up in big cities or larger towns and dreamed about having horses," Ferwerda said. "Some of them have their own horses at home, but more and more have no horse experience until they get here."

In fact, Andrew Riehl, a senior in animal ecology, is one of those students that did not grow up on a farm.

"It wasn't until I got here that I started working with horses," Riehl said. Raised in Wisconsin, he worked around horses in high school but had no experience with the animals prior to coming to Iowa State.

Jess Heine, a junior in animal science, grew up on a farm with horses and sheep but is still learning more working here than she ever did at her farm.

Heine said that she had no experience around stallions, and the horse barn here is teaching her a lot about how to treat a stud.

"The farm is here basically doing what we're teaching," said Nikki Ferwerda, a lecturer, an advisor and manager of the horse barn. "The people that work here are doing those things instead of just reading about it in a chapter once."
An underground adventure

BY RYAN GALLUS
Contributor to the Daily

It was a chilly Friday morning on campus as I made my way into the Town Engineering building. Taking off my hat and gloves, I eagerly scanned the room for Mike Murray, Iowa State's chief mechanical engineer. The room was empty, but this was fine. I was early.

My fascination with Iowa State's underground steam tunnel system began freshman year when I first heard the rumors. Students spoke of secret tunnels connecting all of campus, and alumni told bold stories of sneaking around beneath buildings to escape the frigid winters. I began asking around for anyone that could tell me about the tunnels.

After reaching out to staff at the university power plant, I was directed to Murray. He told me he could set up a tour, but only for reporters and organized student groups. And so, I became a reporter. One more call with Murray, and we were ready to go.

Murray arrived right on time, carrying two hard hats. We wasted no time with lengthy introductions and immediately took off down the long hallway. A few turns later and we arrived at an inconspicuous mechanical room.

He unlocked the door and made our way inside. The room itself was spacious, with large white pipes running in every direction. In the back, a sign on a strange yellow door read "Notice: Tunnel."

Before donning our hard hats and entering the tunnel, Murray wanted to share some history. To understand where the tunnels came from, we have to go back into Iowa State's past. Before Beardshear Hall graced the landscape, a building called Old Main stood in its place.

Old Main was heated by a large boiler room in the center of the building, which burned coal to create steam. Although this provided convenient heating, it was a huge risk to the largely wooden structure. In 1900, a fire damaged the north wing of the building. Just two years later, Old Main burned down completely.

The need for a better system was clear. In the wake of the Old Main disaster, it was decided that Marston Hall would be the first building without a boiler. The original campus power plant, located just east of Black Engineering, would provide steam to heat the building.

And thus, the very first steam tunnel was built, connecting Marston to the plant. The oldest steam tunnels were made with an arch brick design, and many are still used today.

Using steam from the power plant was not only safer, but more efficient, Murray said. To generate electricity, power plants burn coal to produce steam, which turns large turbines. Once the steam has passed through the turbines, it is too cool to be used for power but still very hot. Rather than go to waste, the steam could now be moved to campus buildings to provide heat.

Following the Old Main fire, construction of Beardshear Hall began, as well as a new power plant on the northeast corner of campus. Both were completed in 1906. As structures were added, new sections of tunnel were dug to connect. These tunnels were rectangular and built with steel rather than brick. Slowly, this turned into the huge system of steam tunnels we have today.

With my history lesson from Murray complete, it was finally time to go inside the tunnels. He unlocked the yellow door, and I took my first steps into the maze.

I immediately felt a gust of cold air. Murray pointed to the vent above our heads, which opened straight up to the sky above. These vents, as well as the overhead lights, were added in the 1990s. Before that, temperatures in the tunnels could reach as high as 130 degrees Fahrenheit. Along the wall, large pipes brought hot steam into the building and cool condensed water back to the power plant. Murray said the steam in these pipes was nearly 400 degrees.

The combination of cool air from the vents and warm air from the pipes made the space very comfortable. As we continued down this first stretch of tunnel, I found myself stepping over large puddles and debris which had washed in through the vents.

We turned the corner and I could no longer see the end. The tunnels begin at the power plant, running all the way to Town Engineering, over to Friley Hall, and connecting to the Memorial Union. However, not all of campus is connect- ed. The tunnels do not reach Old Richardson Court and the Iowa State Center, both of which get their heat from buried pipes. In total, there are 4.8 miles of tunnels and 2.5 miles of direct-buried steam lines.

In addition to providing efficient heating to most of the buildings on campus, the tunnels also carry chilled water for air conditioning. This novel system helps Iowa State Facilities Planning and Management meet the constantly changing demands of campus buildings. More tunnels are still being built, with a new section going in this summer to connect the new Student Innovations Center.

We explored the tunnels a bit longer before making our way back to the mechanical room. Although they are a site to see, Murray has asked that students not venture down on their own. The tunnels can be a dangerous place if a steam pipe were to burst. If that isn't enough reason, the tunnels are also littered with motion detectors that signal directly to the Iowa State Police Department.

If you're like me and simply have to see them, get your student group and talk to Murray. Campus is full of history, mys- tery and hidden places to discover. If you ask around enough, you just might find a way in.

An underground adventure

Iowa State University
Roy J. Carver Scholarship
In honor of Roy J. Carver who achieved success through initiative and hard work
Twenty $5200 scholarships will be awarded for 2018-2019
Eligibility Requirements:
* Iowa Resident for 5 years or Iowa High School Grad
* 2.80 cumulative GPA
* Demonstrates financial need by filing the FAFSA prior to December 1
* Enrolled full-time in following College Fall Term
Apply online at www.carvertrust.org
For questions call: 515-294-0103
Deadline: April 1, 2018

Thursday, March 1, 2018 - 7pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Sponsored by College of Human Services, Kinesthetic The Kia Collective, Committee on Lectures
Chaired by Student Government

Scherezade Mama
Scherezade Mama is an assistant professor at Penn State University whose research focuses on physical activity and health promotion among underserved and vulnerable populations.

Thursday, March 1, 2018 - 7pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Sponsored by College of Human Services, Kinesthetic The Kia Collective, Committee on Lectures
Chaired by Student Government

Physical Activity Promotion in Underserves Populations
POLICE BLOTTER

2.27.18

Daminian Sean Siech, age 44, of 1006 Lincoln Way Unit 105 - Ames, IA, was cited for driving under suspension at Lincoln Way and Beach Ave (reported at 1:13 a.m.).

An officer initiated a suspicious activity at the Armory Building (reported at 2:12 p.m.).

An officer investigated a property damage collision at Stange Rd and Veener Dr (reported at 3:53 p.m.).

CORRECTIONS

The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions or complaints about errors that warrant correction. To submit a correction, please contact our editor at 515-294-5688 or via email at editor@iowastatedaily.com.
A recent article in the Daily titled “Even with extreme cold temps, climate change is continuing” quotes Iowa State Professor Bill Gutowski. Gutowski, professor of geological and atmospheric dynamics and associate dean of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, was part of the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change which won a Nobel prize in 2007.

In the article, Gutowski states, “You have to step back and look at the behavior of the past few decades to really get a clearer sense of what the overall trend is.”

A few decades? Honestly? No, one must look at the overall perspective over millions of years to get a sense of what is going on.

A 2014 article in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration suggests the Earth experienced its hottest weather millions of years ago during the Neoproterozoic period. Fifty six million years ago during the Paleocene-Eocene period, global temperatures were estimated as high as 73 degrees, nearly 15 degrees higher than current levels.

Further, evidence shows there have been at least five major ice ages on Earth with the most documented having occurred during the Cryogenian period leaving massive sheets of ice reaching to the equator. According to scientists, this massive ice age ended due to increased underground volcanic activity and perhaps a warmer solar cycle. In fact, global warming was instrumental in the retreat of the mile-thick sheet of ice that once covered Iowa and the upper midwest.

In conclusion, global warming is real, so is global cooling and to think one can see a “trend” based on a few decades of data is simply naive. In my opinion, Earth’s temperature is more likely affected by the tilt of the Earth’s axis as well as an increase or decrease in solar activity.
Sophomore Anthony Song and freshman Dylan Goggin went from forwards to defensemen, allowing Jason Fairman to have more depth on the Cyclone Hockey team.

There’s a mentality that surrounds the Cyclone Hockey team. It’s one where every player puts the good of the team ahead of everything else, even if that means making some sacrifices. “You’ve just got to play the role that you’re asked to play and you’ve got to do your best at it,” said sophomore Anthony Song.

“I think it’s expected of everyone.” With the Cyclones facing depth issues all season, Song, along with freshman Dylan Goggin, have embodied that mentality just as much as anyone else on the team.

Both players are forwards by trade, but because of injuries and off-ice issues to teammates, they’ve been forced to spend time moonlighting as defensemen on the Iowa State hockey teams, at times, depleted blue line.

While that may seem like a drastic transition, particularly in-game as it’s been at times, it’s made easier by the fact that both Song and Goggin have previous experience on the back end. The two each spent some time as defensemen growing up and while playing junior hockey.

On top of that, each player’s individual skill set makes them ideal candidates to make the switch when needed, according to the team’s coaching staff.

Anthony Song’s abilities as a skater and passer have been brought up by the coaching staff in the past, and head coach and general manager Jason Fairman mentioned Goggin as already having a defensive mindset at his position.

Though both players were recruited as forwards and not exactly with this versatility in mind, Fairman said that’s nonetheless an asset to have players that can reliably play a different position when depth gets challenged.

“It’s like being a utility infielder in baseball to some degree,” Fairman said. “The more things that you can bring to the table, the better and the team can benefit from that.”

Though having prior experience and the correct skill set helps, both players will also tell you that having good teammates is just as important when transitioning to a new spot.

Goggin said that defensemen like senior Kody Reuter and juniors Nick Sandy and Jake Arroyo provided him with advice and tidbits throughout the season to help shorten the learning curve even further.

This willingness to help isn’t a surprise, given that the three are set as leaders on the team with Reuter and Sandy specifically acting as captain and assistant captain, respectively.

That advice is especially helpful when you’re one of the youngest members on the team, though it usually doesn’t have to be anything major given Goggin’s background.

“You just little play things, different reads and being able to see where guys are coming in,” Goggin said. “Mentorship from the older guys helped out a lot.”

That mentorship, combined with their specific strengths and prior experience, allows the two to play the position fast and without hesitation when the situation calls for them to switch. According to both, that ability to play fast is ultimately the most important factor to having success as a defensemen.

The two insist that making the change isn’t that big of a deal to them, but admit that when they do make mistakes, it’s often to slow play caused by over-thinking. “You’ve just got to flip a switch,” Song said. “You can’t think about it too much. When you think about it, that’s when you mess up the most.”

Luckily for the Cyclones, Song and Goggin haven’t had to make the switch in recent weeks. After some particularly brutal stretches in the season that saw the team consistently dress only three lines of forwards and five defensemen, the team has gradually started to get more players back.

This allows both players to play their natural forward positions, which in turn makes them and the team more successful. Since switching back, Song and Goggin have both seen upticks in their scoring (highlighted by a two-goal performance by Song against Missouri State a few weeks ago), and the team as a whole has rebounded well from a six-game losing streak to end the fall semester with some solid wins against top competition.

Still, both players know that things can change in an instant, and the two are prepared to move back and forth as needed when the Cyclones play in the American Collegiate Hockey Association national tournament in less than two weeks.

Obviously, that wouldn’t be an ideal scenario for the Cyclones, but with a short bench this season and the possibility of having to play several games in consecutive days during the tournament, it’s not out of the realm of possibility.

If that does happen, you won’t hear any complaining from Song or Goggin. After all, they know what’s expected of them and everyone else on the team, and they share the mentality.

“You’ve got to be a 200-foot player,” Goggin said. “That’s the power to having a successful season.”
Ames will host local artists

BY ANGELA RIVAS
angela.rivas@iowastatedaily.com

Why is it important to support a local music scene? This is the question that Ames Auditorium Bandshell and Community Manager Craig Kaufman plans to answer.

On March 3, Kaufman and the Ames Auditorium will kick off its first ever “All Iowa Arts Showcase.” This concert series will consist of five dates, spanning over the months of March and April.

Each night will showcase two artists, one that is local to Des Moines and another that is Iowa based. Art and concessions from Iowa based artists will be available in the lobby during the event.

“We wanted to pair someone that is from here with someone that is from out of town, to give people a chance to build relationships,” Kaufman said on his goals of the concert series.

Kaufman is planning this event for the growth of the Ames City Auditorium.

“The auditorium has been underutilized since it opened,” Kaufman said.

Originally the Ames High School in 1881, the auditorium has seen many renovations over the years. It was not until 1990 that Ames city personnel moved into the building, creating what is today known as City Hall.

There are many links to the building’s past as a high school.

In the future, “The auditorium hopes to offer fall seasons of music, dance, theatre, film, lectures and educational programming,” Kaufman said.

The auditorium only hosts a few events every year. Available to seat over 800 people, the auditorium is one of the biggest performance halls in Ames, aside from Stephen’s Auditorium.

“The hope is that [the auditorium] can grow from this event,” Kaufman said.

Not only will the stage be utilized at the All Iowa Arts Showcase, but all parts of the auditorium will be in play. Plans are to have local artists host their artwork in the lobby during the event for sale. Local concessions will also be served by the Lockwood Café from here in Ames.

The lineup for this year will be:

- March 3, 2018 at 7 p.m.: Patrick Tape Fleming (Gloom Balloon, Poison Control Center) & Ryne Doughty
- March 10, 2018 at 7 p.m.: Ben Schrag and The Cautionaries & Dan Tedesco
- March 16, 2018 at 7 p.m.: Bitter Canyon & Matt Woods
- April 13, 2018 at 8:30 p.m.: Jen McClung & Elizabeth Moen
- April 20, 2018: Evan Campbell & Patresa Hartman

The first concert date will be March 3 at 7 p.m. This concert will feature Patrick Tape Fleming and Ryne Doughty.

Fleming currently performs in two bands, Gloom Balloon, and Poison Control Center. Fleming is the sole songwriter for Gloom Balloon, while Poison Control Center is a 4-piece rock band that all the members collaborate on.

Gloom Balloon just released their new album, “Drying the Eyes of the Goddess of Gloom Underneath the Stars and the Moon,” last September. Fleming gets a lot of his musical influence from bands like the Beatles, Bob Dylan, and now his son, Nilsson, who just turned 2 years old back in January.

Fleming has lived in the area for over 18 years but has only been to the Ames Auditorium three times. Agreeing with Kaufman, Fleming talks about how the space has been “underutilized” for many years.

“I love playing in people’s living room to small crowds … I got to open for Obama in Ames during his last election cycle,” Fleming said.

Ryne Doughty is a roots-americana musician from Des Moines. He brings to the stage a unique mixture of passion and energy. Telling stories of love, loss and work, his fourth studio album, “Date Night,” is now available. “Date Night” displays more stripped-down folk sounds than his previous album, “Under the Willow Tree.”

His first band back in high school, Luube, drew a lot of influences from Greg Brown and John Prine, two American folk songwriters. He continued to study music and attend school. Right after graduating from the University of Iowa, Doughty packed up his bags and moved to Boulder, CO to fully focus on writing music.

“It’s important to feature local artists because they are the people who actually make the scene great” said Doughty.

No stranger to Ames, Doughty has performed at the M-Shop, DGs, London Underground, Mother’s Pub and All Hall.

“To do [songwriting] for a living, even at this regional level, is a dream come true,” Doughty said.

More information on the All Iowa Arts Showcase can be found on the Ames City Auditorium Facebook page or on the City of Ames Calendar.

COURTESY OF RYNE DOUGHTY

COURTESY OF PATRICK TAPE FLEMING
Singer and songwriter Patrick Tape Fleming, of Gloom Balloon and Poison Control Center, will perform at 7 p.m. on Saturday at the Ames Auditorium.
Cameras Gray expressed a deep gratitude for everyone that attended his exhibition, including the panelists and the staff at the Octagon Center.

Gray was able to work with a renowned printmaker and a personal hero of his in Tom Huck of Evil Prints in St. Louis. Gray described the initial shock he felt when he arrived in Ames. He had lived in St. Louis, Missouri after his undergraduate studies, a city that is nearly 50 percent black.

Gray carefully swept debris from the surface of the lithography plate with a folded piece of paper, remarking that he had no idea what the offending debris was, or how it got there.

Gray, the oldest of three children, is from Birmingham, Alabama, a city that is over 70 percent black, now living in Ames.

Gray described the initial shock he felt when he arrived in Ames. He had lived in St. Louis, Missouri after his undergraduate studies, a city that is nearly 50 percent black.

"I've never had this experience before in my life… where I walked into a public area and didn't see anyone like myself," Gray said of walking into Stomping Grounds cafe on a Saturday evening, when he arrived in Ames. He had lived in St. Louis. Missouri after his undergraduate studies, a city that is nearly 50 percent black.

Gray said that honest questions and frequent challenges will actually make relationships better, rather than worse. "So we actually having these conversations will actually make relationships more comfortable." Gray added strokes of pigment to a sharp break from the normalcy of an everyday black man.

"His triumph over society is as important as those men and women who sacrificed their lives and decided to be resilient and keep fighting rather than succumbing to pressures of slavery in the transatlantic slave trade," Gray said. "I'll never apologize for my blackness," Gray said. "I'll never apologize for my work."

Gray believes art is a form of protest. He wants reactions from people, he wants awareness, he wants dialogue.

"'It's kind of crazy when I think about the places I've gone and the things I've seen,'" Gray said. "'I don't even feel like I'm worthy of it, man, to be honest. This is something I want to do for the people.'"
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